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Media Determined to Ignore Vote Fraud, Dismiss Proof
Offered at News Conference

YouTube

Two reporters offered a preview of the
media blackout of misdeeds we’ll get for
four years if Democrat presidential
candidate Joe Biden lands in the White
House.

Yesterday in Philadelphia, when Kayleigh
McEnany, President Trump’s spokeswoman,
and Ronna McDaniel, chieftain of the
Republican National Committee, offered
proof of voter fraud in Michigan, the
worthies of the Fourth Estate pretended
they didn’t hear.

One reporter mentioned the dreaded “C”
word — conspiracy — to dismiss and
mischaracterize clear evidence of fraud. The
two said they had more than 100 affidavits
alleging vote fraud and almost 3,000
incident reports in Michigan alone.

Michigan went for Trump in 2016, and seemed to vote for him again. But then a surge of votes for Biden
put the elderly candidate over the top — at least according to the leftist media.

Massive Vote Fraud
After explaining that Democrats oppose voter ID and proof of citizenship to vote because they “welcome
illegal voting,” McEnany tossed this grenade: In Wayne County Michigan, she said, “Republican poll
watchers were denied their legal right to monitor the election and purposely kept in the dark, both
literally and figuratively, poll watchers or election workers blocked windows and padlocked doors.”

Worse still:

There are thousands of reports of poll watchers being intimidated and unable to do their job
and as of 4:00 p.m. this afternoon, 131 affidavits have been completed just in Michigan with
over 2,800 incident reports that have been submitted to us since Election Day. Two new
lawsuits were filed today by people who were working in Detroit and a whistleblower who
has gotten their … We have gotten their information at the Eastern District Court of
Michigan.

As you guys can understand with 2,800 incident reports, this is a lot to track down. It means
we’re interviewing these people, we’re getting their statements and we’re turning them into
affidavits, but that takes a lot of time and effort.

Then came McDaniel, who alleged that Biden’s on-site election goons intimidated GOP poll watchers
with verbal abuse.

https://www.rev.com/blog/transcripts/kayleigh-mcenany-ronna-mcdaniel-press-conference-transcript-lawsuits-over-election-disputes
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“We’ve heard hundreds of instances of election workers who were verbally accosted,” she said. “They
verbally accosted our poll watchers and refused to let them challenge questionable ballots.”

That sounds like physical intimidation as well, something with which Trump supporters are familiar
thanks to Antifa and Black Lives Matter.

Biden’s bouncers booted the GOP poll watchers off voting sites, she said:

Election workers were wearing Biden T-shirts and applauding when our poll watchers were
kicked out. Imagine volunteering and going and spending your night because you care so
much about the integrity of the election and then to be kicked out and to be cheered as you
are leaving. This does not instill confidence in our democracy and these are good people. I
know most of these people. Of the few ballots that Democrat election workers did allow us
to challenge, our observers say those ballots were then moved back into the regular pile
after our poll watchers were intimidated and pushed from the process.

The Fraud
As for the fraud itself, McDaniel continued with two stories.

A city employee in Detroit saw election workers and other employees “coaching voters to vote for Joe
Biden and the Democrat Party,” she said. “This employee witnessed these workers and employees
encouraging voters to do straight Democrat ballot and witnessed these election workers and employees
going over to the voting booths with voters in order to watch them vote and coach them who to vote
for.”

The employee’s supervisors, McDaniel said, ordered her “never to ask for a driver’s license or any photo
ID when a person was trying to vote.”

Then came the back-dating of ballots that had not landed in the voting system by the 9 p.m. deadline on
November 3:

On November 4, 2020, a City of Detroit election worker was instructed to improperly pre-
date the absentee ballots received that were not in the QBF. She was told to alter the
information in the QBF to falsely show that the absentee ballots had been received in time
to be valid. The election employee also observed a large number of people who came into
the satellite location to vote in person but they had already applied for absentee ballots.
These people were allowed to vote in person and were not required to return the mailed
absentee ballot or sign an affidavit that the voter lost the mail ballot.

Nothing To See Here
Backdating was also a problem in Pennsylvania, as The New American has reported, but reporters just
don’t care. Ridding the world of Trump is too important a job to deal with distractions such as vote
fraud.

“Do you have any evidence that you can show us today that shows that illegal votes were cast?” a
reporter asked.

McDaniel had just offered the evidence.

“Well I just … I think I just went through that with you with somebody backdating ballots, that’s called
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illegal,” McDaniel explained.

And “how did the conspiracy against red counties and Republican voters with the GOP…” a reporter
began.

“How is it a conspiracy when a whistleblower from the City of Detroit is saying I was told by my
supervisors to lie and backdate ballots?” McDaniel replied. “This is somebody protected under the law.
There’s no conspiracy there.”

At this writing, a Google search for “131 affidavits 2,800 reports” returns one result from a mainstream
media source.

H/T Powerline
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